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Abstract

This document works as an instruction on how to run the nitrogen laser SiPM test system.

The entire system has been already setup. The first 3 sections are memos of the setup and

guide for modifications if needed. The last 2 sections introduce how to take data through

oscilloscope, dump data into text format and analyse data using root.
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I Operation of Nitrogen Laser

1. Turn on the N2 supply and set the pressures as indicated on the rear panel gauges: G2

= 80 PSI, G1 = 45 PSI. (The gauges have been set properly, you only need to turn on

the N2 and let the pressures reach the goals)

2. Turn the key switch on (the POWER indicator will light).

3. Press and hold the gas purge button for 3 or 4 seconds to flush the system with fresh

N2.

4. After a 10 second delay, the LASER ON indicator will light.

5. Refer to the Quality Control Report and the following section for the proper H.V., gas

flow and rep rate control settings to obtain the expected output. (The gas flow has

been set properly, you only need to adjust the rep rate control and H.V. to about 16

kV when you can hear the sparks clearly.)

6. The laser light is automatically directed all the way to the dark box.

II SiPM Connection

There are 2 connection schemes in the lab:

1. Belle amplifier: three power supplies are needed to run this scheme as shown by Fig. 1.

(a) BK Precision is connected to the power box (cable from left):

• using fixed 5V ports

• red ←→ +

• black ←→ – ←→ ground

(b) Mastech is connected to the power box (cable from front):

• red ←→ –

• black ←→ +

• When turned on, you should see U=6V, I=0.03A
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Figure 1: Three power supplies (BK Precision, GW Instek and Mastech) for Belle amplifier

scheme.

(c) GW Instek is connected to the power box (cable from right) supplying the SiPM:

• black ←→ left – ←→ ground

• left + ←→ right –

• red ←→ right +

• the voltages should be set according to the SiPM (currently we are using

MicroSB series, the breakdown voltage is 24∼25 V and the overvoltage ranges

from 1 to 5 V)

• the voltage on SiPM is supplied by the sum of both (left and right) indicators,

however, the voltage on SiPM is not the same as the sum. As a reference,

Table 1 shows the correspondence of the sum on GW Instek power supply
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and the voltage on SiPM. When GW Instek goes over 31 V, it is suggested to

monitor the voltage (by voltage meter) on SiPM for safety reason.

• please ramp up the voltages on GW Instek slowly

GW Instek (V) SiPM (V)

28 25.6

29 26.5

30 27.4

31 28.2

Table 1: The correspondence of the voltage on GW Instek power supply and that on SiPM.

2. Simplified scheme

The illurstration of simplified scheme circuit is shown in Fig. 2. One may find the

connection board as shown in Fig. 3 next to the power supplies, namely Twin industries

Figure 2: Simplified scheme diagram.
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TW–E41–1060. You only need to connect the circuit board to the power supply (Va

←→ +, ground ←→ –) and the SiPM Anode (red wire) and Cathode (black wire) to

the holes indicated by the tags on the board.

Figure 3: Simplified scheme connection.

III Trigger PMT Connection

The trigger PMT is powered by another GW power supply with model number GPC–6030D

which is similar to the GW Instek power supply used for SiPM. The connection has been

setup properly as shown in Fig. 4 and 5. The positive and negative ports on GPC–6030D are

wired to an aluminum power supply box providing the input voltage and control voltage for

the PMT. The input voltage has to be set to 12 V and the control voltage is adjustable by
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the knob in the front panel. One needs to carefully monitor the control voltage to be within

the range from 0.25 to 0.9 V by using the voltage meter plugged into the corresponding holes

in the front panel. One should ramp the control voltage slowly to adjust the PMT signal

in the range about 100∼200 mV. The goal of it is to efficiently trigger the SiPM but avoid

burning the PMT itself.

Figure 4: Trigger PMT power supply scheme.

IV Data Taking

Turn on the laser, PMT, SiPM, oscilloscope and computer. You are supposed to observe

periodically triggered signal by laser on the oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 6 when setting the

trigger to PMT channel on negative edge and threshold to be –50 mV. In Fig. 6, the PMT
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Figure 5: Close view of the wire connections for the trigger PMT.

control voltage is about 0.6 V and the SiPM is biased at about 31 V on GW Instek.

For taking data, open a terminal on the control computer and type “sipm”. This com-

mand will direct you to the ”LeCrunch” folder and source the env.sh automatically. I have

created working directories, namely daren and tina, to prevent any unintentionally overwrit-

ten to the existing files taken by each other. The syntax to fetch waveforms:

∼ $ fetch dat.py <filename> [-n NUMBER OF TRACES] [-r NUMBER OF

RUNS]

where <filename> is the name of the file you would like LeCrunch to store the extracted

waveforms; waveforms are stored in the hdf5 file format. Once you have fetched some wave-
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Figure 6: One signal example shown on oscilloscope: channel 1 (yellow) is the signal on SiPM

and channel 4 (green) is the trigger pulse on PMT.

forms you can plot an overlay with draw.py:

∼ $ draw.py <filename>

You can load and save the scope’s configuration with config.py. Suppose you took some

data a month ago and saved it to the file “run001.hdf5”. Then, to restore the scope configu-

ration as it was when you took that data, just run:

∼ $ config.py load run001.hdf5

Be aware that as you turn up the number of segments, the scope will take longer to pro-
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cess a single acquisition. The default timeout value for the socket connection in sock.py is

set to 2 seconds; therefore, if an acquisition takes longer than 2 seconds, the socket object

may raise a timeout exception when you attempt to readout a waveform.

To dump a hdf5 file into a text file, simply run:

∼ $ view dat.py <inputfilename> > <outputfilename>

It would be better if you append .txt to the output file name. The hdf5 file stores traces

every 0.1 ns. I have modified the view dat.py so that it dumps the traces every nanosecond

because the text file has a limited storage. If you set 100 ns/div on oscilloscope, the overall

data points in text file would be 1000 because there are 10 division in total. Do not set the

time segment beyond 200 ns/div since 100 such events will crush the text file. If you have to

do it, do not forget to lower the number of events per run and change the view dat.py script

so that it handles your specific number of events.

V Data Analysis

I have stored several analysis scripts in your folders. You need some knowledge about C++

and root to understand it and make your own plots.
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